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I.,, Bergman kernel function
 n
 on

a RΓemann surface* Let f be an
abstract Riemann surface. We con-,
sider an exhaustion, of usual man-
ner, F, CFΪC - C R C .« , F.f F,
whose boundaries are closed analy-
tic curves Γ̂  « We denote by
L* (u=ι,2., •- ) the families of
functions ft*) which are regu-
lar, one-valued and have finite
Dirichlet integrals

ff lf

By this property, K
n
(z^5) is

determined uniquely. From (3) and
Schwarz's inequality, we have

By Schwarz
!
s inequality, we have

from (3) and (4)

in the sense of Lebesgue, where
d-^% denotes an areal element.
By the well-known theory, L£
constructs a separable Hubert
space in the following sense: there
exists a complete system
which is orthonormal

I *•'. C M 1' «*>
pr r

and

for any function ft%) in L
h

We construct a kernel function
3

For a fixed £ , by the well-
known theory on kernel functions,
K

rt
(

2
* S) is regular in fc and

has the reproducing property

fee)

In particular, taking f'(5)= K^Cc
with m >

 n
 , we have

especially

Hence, 1 K
m
 (*»*) ) is uniformly

bounded for fixed t
 #

 By the
theory of normal Tamilies, there
exists a subsequence of \Kwιl^*)J
which converges uniformly.

 !
Λ
r
e de-

note its limit functions by K(z,t)'
We can easily prove that KC*-*)
is uniquely determined independent-
ly of the choice of subsequences
and also of the choice of exhaus-
tions of p . Then, we define
K («,t) the Bergman kernel function
of F .

From (3) and (2), we have

and

(7) f'c*)

provided that fU) is a one-valued
regular function with a finite
Dirichlet integral

β

£. Null-boundary of Riemann
surfaces. We shall state some
applications of the above results.
Let 0©- be a class of functions
f(z) which are regular and one-
valued on F and have bounded
Dirichlet integrals

From (7), (6) and Schwarz
f
s inequali-

ty, we have, for any fixed point z
o

on f ,
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and

F F

hence,

where the equality holds only if

After L.Ahlfors and A.Beurling ,
we define

Then we have

for any point *-<, on F
Hence, we have the following

Theorem 1«
valent to

is equi-

For a domain on the complex-
plane, M<& s o if H & vani-
shes at an inner point of the do-
main. Then we have the following

Corollaryo Bergman kernel func-
tions on a plane domain vanishes
identically if it does at an inner
point*

We shall define a null-boundary
of class Npg for the ideal boun-
dary of F By definition, this
means that, if Bergman kernel func-
tion of F vanishes identically
on F , F has a null-boundary
of class ϊsl̂  , otherwise F has
a positive boundary. Then we have

Theorem 2. There exists a func-
tion which is regular, one-valued,
non-constant and has a finite
Dirichlet integral if and only if
F has a positive boundary.

Theorem 3<> If a simply-connec-
ted Riemann surface F Is parabo-
lic, K(

z
>5) vanishes identically

and vice versa*

Remark. Let D be a domain
extended over the complex z, -plane.
vVe map this domain conformally onto
the domains with slits parallel to
the real and to the imaginary axis,
Suppose that (̂z) and % (

z
) are

the corresponding mapping 1unctions
normalized at a point £

0
 such

that

(z - Z
β
) + •

Then, using Ahlfors-Beurling
1
s

result *
}
, we have the relation

M Schiffer
y)
 has called it the

span of Γ> and this quantity is
real and non-negative. By Theorem
2, if D has a positive boundary,
t*he span is positive. However,
the mapping functions will degene-
rate into linear functions as soon
as the span vanishes, that is, 0
has a null-boundary of class fta

0

3.. Conformally invariant metric.
•Λfθ shall introduce a metric on F"
which has a positive boundary. The
differential

where z is a local parameter, is
conformally invariant. In fact,
if we transform the local parame-
ters 2, and $ i into z* and
ξj,. , we have

and

by (1) and the uniform convergence
of K

n
(z.^$) , whence follows that

(9) Is conformally invariant* Now,
we shall define the distance be-
tween two points on F

1
 « Let P

and Q be arbitrary points on iΓ .
We put

where C is an arbitrary curve
on F joining P with Q, . We
call P(P, d ) the distance from
P and Ql

, d) satisfies the three axioms
of distance:

Ci) J(P, Q) Zo. ίCP,Q)-o
if and only if P = Q .

υ*n f (P,α) = y(Q, P).

^. In the present section, we
consider a family £

x
 of regular

functions on FV, whose real parts
are one-valued and have finite
Dirichlet integrals^. Then, L

m
 is

a sub-family of «£* . As Is
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shown in the section 1, we^,const-
ruct the kernel function K-nU.δ)
with resgect to <£,* . The se-
quence (ίΓ

n
(£/^)j converges

uniformly on p We denote by
ΐ\ i», $) the limit function of

it. Corresponding to Theoren 2,
we have

Theorem 4c There exists a har-
monic and one-valued function ιH£)
on F which has a finite Dirichlet
integral

if and only if the kernel function
# O on F

1

Since K
W
e have

Corollaryo If Klz,?)so,

then KU, 5> a o

5,« Szegδ kernel function. For
bounded functions, it is convenient
to consider Szego kernel function

7
*.

In the following two sections, we
shall deal with plane domains. Let
t* be a family of functions

which are one-valued and regular
on R.+ Γ* o In I* , there*
exists a complete orthonormal system
j ψn v (

Z
M such that

i
where <4s

z
 is a line element.

Szego kernel ίunction of FJ, is
defined by the expression

which is uniquely determined*

For any function j (z.) in
X* , we have

In particular^

(ID = )

On F*
w
 , we consider the family

o&
n
 of functions f(^) which are

regular, one-valued and bounded:
\f(z)\ ̂  i . W e αefine

P.R.Garabedian
that

S

has obtained

Since #,* C
integer *>
tone decreasing

any positive
>

 Λ
^ M^. (z , F

Λ
) is mono-

sing, ϊhat is,

On the other hand, by 3chwarz
f
s

inequality and (11), we have

Γ

Hence, for fixed t, ̂ nί^^t)} i
s

uniformly bounded on F There-
fore, we can obtain the limit Γunc-
tion of this sequence which is
uniquely determinede We denote it
by -fetfc,*) . Then, we have, from
(12),

Theorem 5c The necessary and
sufficient condition that there
does not exist a bounded function
which is regular, one-valued and
non-constant on F

1
 is that Szegό

kernel function vanishes identical-
ly on F o

j3. Relations between Bergman
and^Szegδ kernel functions on plane
domains. Since Szegδ kernel func-
tion "fe

M
l«,5) are regular on

P« + Π, ( w > n ) , we have

Hence, the relation

holds good. By the uniform conver-
gence of -fc.

Λ
U, t) , we have

ίί tfe*)K
n
^

Furthermore, if //\i (^V\
z
άX

ζ
 < *> ,

F

N . Aronsza jn
 <ϊ>
 has noticed that be-

tween -fe
n
 {*, 5) and K«(

2
-O the

relation
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holds good, where ^ is a posi-
tive definite Hermitean form and
w/(«> is the derivative of the
function 'UΓy W whose real part
is the harmonic measure <o

v
{z) which

takes the value 1 on the v th
boundary component of Π, and va-
nishes on the remainder. Then, we
have

I or any point
 %

o in F Λ . Here
the equality holds true in case
where the domain is simply-connec-
ted. By the mono tone ity of k

n
[z^z

o
)

and K
M
l*o, *•) y

 w e
 have, as

+w£
tLzOβzc)>.

yielding

Theorem 6« H ' 5 ) s o implies
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